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INTERVENTIONS
– HOW TO MOVE FORWARD KOPČANY?

kopčany and its surroundings are an unique place from the perspective of history. there is a small church from the period of great
moravia, some baroque objects, other yet unexplored layers of the
past below the ground and together with mikulčice they form an archeological location with many future potentials.
with regard of this historical context the idea includes non-invasive interventions and elements in the country, that can be easily
replaced or removed. Philosophy of the concept was to lead a person
through whole location and places that are inaccessible today. visitors can see renovated baroque pond from the new footbdrige above
water, both hidden between the trees. new gravel paths follow up
the concept of already existing and renovated lanes that just copy
the surface of terrain. same idea was applied to the design of
narrow landscape footbridge, composed from simple wooden beam
freely laied on terrain and planks.
considering the character of environment the design of the interventions works mainly with natural materials like wood and stone.
these can be visible on sauna, observation point and accommodation,
all made from wood and info point built from concrete skeleton
filled out with stone and glass.

Going back from the present to the past and vice versa
in the Czech-Slovak border area in Kopčany
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dear visitor,
welcome to our beautiful village
of kopčany!
we would like to present you
this location and its history in
an easy walk with some points
where you can sit and relax,
watch the surroundings or just
enjoy the nature.
we recommend to see one of the
oldest churches in europe,
reconstructed duck farm with
renovated baroque pond and its
footbridge or landscape
footbridge in the middle of the
fields. You can as well spend a
night in one of our little
houses, visit the stud farm and
plan a trip on horses to
mikulčice. and after all of
that, there is the little sauna
to relax and enjoy your trip to
the fullest. have a nice time!
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